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Why circuit train ?Why circuit train ?

Contrary to popular belief a circuit isContrary to popular belief a circuit is
not the means of obtaining a  crossnot the means of obtaining a  cross
training effect in a single work out buttraining effect in a single work out but
rather a means of providing a selfrather a means of providing a self
pacing training effect for a multitude ofpacing training effect for a multitude of
personal with different training needs.personal with different training needs.



Reasons For Circuit TrainingReasons For Circuit Training

•• Excellent transition to resistance training and theExcellent transition to resistance training and the
weight room.weight room.

•• Excellent opportunity to teach and coach resistanceExcellent opportunity to teach and coach resistance
training techniques.training techniques.

•• Less complexity than an aerobic class.Less complexity than an aerobic class.
•• Every session can be different yet still cater to theirEvery session can be different yet still cater to their

goals.goals.
•• Can cater for a variety of  fitness levels, age groups,Can cater for a variety of  fitness levels, age groups,

class sizes and sporting backgrounds.class sizes and sporting backgrounds.



When designing and implementing theWhen designing and implementing the
circuit there are  several factors tocircuit there are  several factors to
consider :consider :

The Goals,The Goals,
The Facts, andThe Facts, and
The Design VariablesThe Design Variables



  HypertrophyHypertrophy
 Muscular endurance / Lactic Acid Muscular endurance / Lactic Acid

tolerancetolerance
Cardio-respiratory fitnessCardio-respiratory fitness
 Fat loss Fat loss
 Strength Strength
Sports SpecificitySports Specificity



 It takes around three minutes for a muscle to
become aerobically efficient (Marieb, 1998; Shield &
Young, 1995; Wilmore & Costill,1994).

Pre-fatigued muscles become the limiting factor
in compound exercises (Fleck & Kraemer, 1997;
Shield & Young, 1995; Fox, Bowers & Foss, 1993).

Lactic acid inhibits the burning of fat (Marieb,
1995; Wilmore & Costill,1994; McArdle, Katch & Katch,
1991)



For effective gains in hypertrophy the
repetition range should be between 6 to 15
repetitions, with a break of between 30 seconds
to 3 minutes between sets. (Fleck & Kraemer, 1997;
Shield & Young, 1995; Baechle, 1994)



For effective gains in strength, the weight must
be heavy enough to incite muscle failure in the
1 – 6 repetition range and, for complete ATP
PCR and neural recovery a rest of at least 3
minutes is required (Fleck & Kraemer, 1997, Shield
& Young, 1995; Zatsiorsky, 1995; Baechle, 1994).



RememberRemember
Better gains are made by the use ofBetter gains are made by the use of

specific training programsspecific training programs

Many forms of adaptations contradictMany forms of adaptations contradict
each othereach other

  CT provides other positive benefitsCT provides other positive benefits

 PHA  - phasing or specific PHA  - phasing or specific



 Time at each station Time at each station

 Weight lifted Weight lifted

 Exercise selection Exercise selection

  Exercise orderExercise order



 Fixators or SynergistsFixators or Synergists

  Blood pooling Blood pooling

 Blood - muscle phasing should beBlood - muscle phasing should be
consistent and effective.consistent and effective.

 Effects of fatigue on specificityEffects of fatigue on specificity



Guidelines 4 ....
Guidelines 4 ....

Fat Loss / Aerobic
Fat Loss / Aerobic

Conditioning
Conditioning

Time at each station :Time at each station :               Min 60 secs.Min 60 secs.
Time on each muscleTime on each muscle : :                 At least 3 minsAt least 3 mins
Weight lifted :Weight lifted :               LightLight
Exercise selection Exercise selection ::             CompoundCompound



Guidelines 4 ....
Guidelines 4 ....

Endurance / LAT

Endurance / LAT

Time at each station :Time at each station : 30 - 60 secs.30 - 60 secs.
Weight lifted :Weight lifted : ModerateModerate
Exercise Exercise selection selection :: CompoundCompound



Guidelines 4....
Guidelines 4....

 Hypertrophy
 Hypertrophy

Time at each station :Time at each station : 20 - 40 secs.20 - 40 secs.
Weight lifted :Weight lifted : ModerateModerate -  - HeavyHeavy
Exercise selection Exercise selection :: CompoundCompound



Guidelines 4.
Guidelines 4.……

Strength ????
Strength ????

Time at each station :Time at each station : 20 - 40 secs.20 - 40 secs.
Weight lifted :Weight lifted : Heavy but SAFEHeavy but SAFE
Exercise selection Exercise selection :: Compound & Compound & 

FunctionalFunctional
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er 60 Secs per station :60 Secs per station :

HypertrophyHypertrophy
30 - 40 Secs work / 20 - 30 Secs stretch, or30 - 40 Secs work / 20 - 30 Secs stretch, or
30 Secs work whilst partner spots / 30 Secs work whilst partner spots / SwopSwop over. over.
Lactic Acid ToleranceLactic Acid Tolerance
45 Secs work / 15 Secs Stretch Recovery (Beginner)45 Secs work / 15 Secs Stretch Recovery (Beginner)
60 Secs work. (Intermediate - Advanced )60 Secs work. (Intermediate - Advanced )
Muscular EnduranceMuscular Endurance }}
Aerobic EnduranceAerobic Endurance }} 60 Secs work.60 Secs work.
Fat LossFat Loss }}



Circle circuit

Push Ups                  Sit Up                   Hip Crunch    Lunge

                  Bench Press Squat

   Punching Shuttle Run

   Bent Over Row      Upright Row                        Step Up (Upright Row)     Skip



Satellite Circuit

  Bench Press Hack Squat

    Military Press *

   Push Ups    Lunge

          Squat

    Army Sit Ups

Crunch

 

     Hip Crunch      Step Ups

Jog

Upright Row Bent Over Row     Skip

      Incline Pull Ups



Multiple  Box Circuit
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  If you are going to use circuit training

  If you are going to use circuit trainingmake it as effective as it can be.
make it as effective as it can be.  Training for training
  Training for training’’s sake is nots sake is noteffective and can reduce effective training

effective and can reduce effective trainingadaptations.adaptations.


